
C C/E FŒ„Š7 FŒ„Š7

C C/E FŒ„Š7 FŒ„Š7

C C/E FŒ„Š7 FŒ„Š7

G D‹ C/E F C/E

G D‹ C/E F C/E

G D‹ C/E F C/E

A‹ D9 F

C C/E F

C C/E F F
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D FŒ„Š9 C E‹

D FŒ„Š9 C E‹

D FŒ„Š9 C E‹

D G13(“4) C E‹

D FŒ„Š9 C

E‹ F FŒ„Š9

C C/E F

C C/E F
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it's a convention in certain genres of music to write some handy notes for musicians to help them to play the 
music as it was intended. Church music has been missing this convention. Until now.

The song, generally speaking, is fairly vanilla, rhythmically and chord-ally with some particularly interesting 
variation in the bridge. 

It's worth noting in the chorus there are two specific rhythms between the C/E  F and they change. There is the 
first rhythm, the second rhythm, the first again and then no rhythm on the last one. It's worth doing this, even 
if it takes extra effort, it makes the band seem tight and it probably will make you become more tight as a band.

The bridge has some interesting chords that aren't fully expressed in the chart. I would recommend for 
acoustic players, when playing the D, just take the G/C shape (C chord with a G on top), side the whole shape 
up two frets so that you are playing a D and let that high e ring out, let the High e ring out for the F and the C 
also.

Keep an eye out for that Em chord, on the guitar there is a specific way I play it and, it's a weird one, for 
guitarists it looks like 020010, and also don't miss that G13(sus4) (303010) which is where you would expect 
an F to be in the second time round the bridge chords, I think the chord enhances the melody and helps to 
make the build more exciting and puts emphasis on the lyrics, it's there for a purpose. 

The first half of the bridge works well played lightly but keep it quite and rhythmically interesting, don't play it 
straight. The second half of the bridge I recommend playing it straight, make it punchy if that makes sense.
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